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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 This report is an addendum to the assessment of urban design and visual effects carried out by 

Isthmus Group in January 2019 for a proposal to develop an area of medium density integrated 

housing as part of the Stage 2 development of Kenepuru Landing, at Porirua1. 

 The addendum report provides assessment of effects arising from preparation of further 

information requested by council in relation to the proposal, as requested by Porirua City Council 

(PCC).   

 With regards to urban design, the council’s section 92 request for further information sought the 

following:    

• Likely timing of the proposed upgrade to Mitchell Stream Reserve (s92 letter item 1);  

• An updated sun-shade study which models the impact of the likely mature tree planting 

proposed in the Mitchell Stream Reserve on the lots proposed along the Mitchell Stream 

edge. Sun studies to indicate the extent of sunlight into both the living areas of the 

dwellings and their primary outdoor spaces (hours and approx. % surface coverage) at 

mid-winter, an equinox and mid-summer (s92 letter item 2);

• An updated sun shade study which sets out clearly the difference in shading resulting 

from the dwellings that infringe the height recession plane to that of a complying 

situation (s92 letter item 3);  

 Council has requested amended assessment of effects to address any matters arising out of the 

preparation of the further information requested, particularly in respect of item 1 of the letter – 

to understand the timing of when the amenity relied upon in the Mitchell Stream Reserve to 

offset the reduced availability of private open space for some of the Lots will be available (s92 

letter item 11).    
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2.0 S92 REQUESTS: FURTHER ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS 

2.1 The following commentary addresses the s92 requests on urban design matters. 

s92 request No. 1: Please provide - 

“Information on the likely timing of the upgrading to the Mitchell Stream Reserve, which would 

achieve the outcome shown in the application plans (new planting, pathways,etc).” 

2.2  Works to the north side of Mitchell Stream (pathways inside the Reserve) are outside the extent 

of proposed works for Stage 2, and will be subject to detail design and construction as part of 

Stages 4 and 5. These pathways are part of the approved Masterplan for Kenepuru Landing. 

2.3 Proposed works to the south side of Mitchell Stream inside the Reserve include low fill batters, 

crib retaining walls, attenuation and regenerative planting. These will benefit some Lots adjacent 

to the stream as outlined in the full/earlier UDVA report (providing larger private outdoor 

spaces), and will be constructed as part of works to these Lots, during Stage 2 implementation. 

There will be “borrowed amenity” for these Lots from outlook over the Reserve, and this will 

mitigate adverse effects related to non-compliant (smaller) private outdoor spaces for these Lots. 

This will be the case even without provision of pathways on the northern side of the stream.  

2.4 Public pathways inside the southern side of the Reserve are not provided due to the steep 

contour, in line with council wishes.  

2.5 While the McIndoe Urban peer review comments that access to the Reserve will be important to 

off-set the smaller private outdoor spaces on some Lots along Road 20 (Koreke Glen), these Lots 

can access the alternative outdoor spaces provided by the development – the community park 

and the “Green Corridor” between Roads 20 (Koreke Glen) and Road 21 (Hokioi Drive). The 

permeability of the development means that these spaces will be an easy walking distance for all 

Lots on Koreke Glen, with the distance often being comparable/similar to distances to proposed 

pathways on the northern side of the stream, from Lots along Koreke Glen. Proposed 

streetscape/Green Corridor treatment will ensure that walking connections are high amenity.   

2.6 There will also be amenity benefits for Lots on Koreke Glen from design for a quieter street 

character, on Koreke Glen.   

2.7 There will be no change to urban design effects assessed in the earlier UDVA report as a result of 

consideration of this s92 item.   
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S92 request No. 2: Please provide - 

“An updated sun-shade study which models the impact of the likely mature tree planting 

proposed in the Mitchell Stream Reserve on the lots proposed along the Mitchell Stream edge. 

Sun studies to indicate the extent of sunlight into both the living areas of the dwellings and 

their primary outdoor spaces (hours and approx. % surface coverage) at mid-winter, an equinox 

and mid-summer”. 

2.8 The Stage 2 proposal has been amended to remove any proposed planting of new large trees 

inside the Mitchell Stream Reserve (or on the northern side of dwellings on these Lots). Proposed 

planting on the fill batters inside the Reserve will now comprise low level planting only, for 

regenerative and batter stabilisation purposes. (Refer to (LA) Planting Palette 4.9-4.11 and 

sections 5.6 in the Landscape Package).  

2.9 This change will remove potential adverse shading effects from new Stage 2 planting, for these 

Lots.    

2.10 Council may choose to retain/plant taller species inside the corridor as part of habitat/ecology 

improvements. However, taller species will be less important (in terms of providing shade to the 

stream) on the south side of the stream, adjacent to these Lots.  

2.11 Adverse shading effects from the northern side of the stream are unlikely to be significant (if 

occurring at all) due to the northern side of the stream being lower, and at approximately 30m 

distance from the northern edge of the Stage 2 development. (The northern stream bank is 

approximately .5m lower at the western end of the development in the vicinity of Lot 166, and 

this level change increases as the stream travels eastwards, with the approximate top of the 

stream bank being roughly 6m lower at the western end of the development in the vicinity of Lot 

145).   

2.12 Please also refer to the further information provided within the Calibre s92 response with regards 

to on-site testing of tree height to boundary/private outdoor space shading.   

S92 request No. 3: Please provide – 

“An updated sun shade study which sets out clearly the difference in shading resulting from the 

dwellings that infringe the height recession plane to that of a complying situation.” 

2.13 All infringements to the height recession planes occur on the side elevations of the dwellings and 

cast shade on the side yards only.  In all cases except one (non-compliance of Lot 177 affecting 

Lot 180) infringements to the height recession plane do not create shading on private outdoor 
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living spaces. This is because private outdoor spaces  in all cases are located either to the north or 

west of the dwelling, at the front or back of the Lot, and are not located in the side yards. Side 

yards range from 1.2m to 1.5m and are primarily designed as a service route to connect the front 

and rear of the property. Any outdoor spaces in the side yards are secondary outdoor spaces and 

additional to the main outdoor space. Please refer to the shading analysis provided on page 6-11 

of the compliance document. The sun studies have been updated to show the location of the 

main private open space.  

2.14 With regard to Lot 180, Isthmus has tested a compliant version of Lot 177 with the proposed 

design and compared the differences in effect on Lot 180. Additional sun studies at Equinox 

(March), winter (June) and summer (December) have been provided to compare these 

differences  – please refer to pages 12-13 in the amended compliance document.  

2.15 The studies show that the difference in shading effect on Lot 180 from compliance at Lot 177 and 

the non-compliant proposal, is minimal. Shadow will reach the edge of the defined outdoor living 

space on Lot 180 approximately half an hour earlier in autumn/winter (March) and half an hour 

earlier in mid-winter (June), with non-compliance as proposed at Lot 177. In summer Lot 180 

achieves up to 8 hours of sunshine during the day, with non-compliance at Lot 177.  

3.0 CONCLUSIONS ON S92 FURTHER ASSESSMENT 

3.1 The assessment conclusions reached in the earlier Isthmus urban design report2 (provided with 

the application) will not be impacted by the further assessment addressing matters raised in the 

section 92 request. Urban design effects were assessed as being Positive to a High level, and this 

conclusion remains.   

4.0 PEER REVIEW RESPONSE 

4.1 Isthmus has made urban design amendments to the Stage 2 proposal as a result of a peer review 

carried out for council by McIndoe Urban Ltd.  A full outline of Isthmus’s response to the urban 

design issues raised by McIndoe Urban is included in the applicant’s planning response to s92 

requests, and is attached to this report as Appendix A.   

4.2 The s92 letter from council did not request that these amendments be addressed through further 

assessment of effects, however, it is noted that all changes address and reduce adverse effects 
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raised by the peer review. The amendments will result in improved streetscape amenity in parts 

of the development, and improved privacy for outdoor spaces on some Lots.    

4.3 Overall, the assessment rating on urban design effects will remain as concluded in the original 

assessment report3.  

 

 

 

 

Rose Armstrong 

Senior Landscape Architect/Design Planner 

Isthmus 
March 2018 
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Addendum Appendix A – Isthmus Response to McIndoe Urban peer review: Stage 2 Kenepuru 

Landing, Integrated Housing Development)  

Kenepuru Stage 2 – Peer Review/s92 Response – [Updated 26.04.19]    

1. RECCOMENDATIONS: [As outlined in Andrew Burns report page 11 - received 19.03.19]  

i.Garaging and Parking 

Concern:: Concentration of garages – specifically lots 153-160 and lots 201-206 

 

 

 

 

Isthmus Group Response:  

Lots 153-160  

• IGL have revised the design and lot layouts for Lots 153-160 to mitigate this issue. Where possible 

we have allowed for paired driveways (Lot 155/156 and Lots 158/159) – Please refer to page RC06.4 

and RC06.6 in the revised drawing set for updates.  

• IGL have redesigned Typology 3E to ensure the garage is set back from the front door entrance. 

Please refer to page RC06.6 and RC14.2 – RC14.6 for revised design.  

Lots 201-206  

• Given the nature of terracing housing, garaging and driveways will appear closer together unless a 

laneway is provided at the rear of the property. The 4a typology design located on lots 201-206 each 

achieves a 4m separation between garages and driveways and this zone includes planting, green space 

and large glazing to a second living. This will activate the front façade and allow interaction and 

passive surveillance to the street and park across the road.  

• Please note we have made additional changes to the 4A typology design to allow for a sliding door 

and patio area from the second living space to further activate the front of the dwelling and take 

advantage of the morning sun. Please refer to page RC 18.1 – RC 18.3. 

ii.Refuse Storage  

Concern:: In some areas the bin storages dominate street frontages and creates negative streetscape 

outcomes.– specifically lots 201-206.  

Isthmus Group Response:  

• IGL have revised the drawings to allow bin stores to have a 600mm set back with planting facing the 

street. Please refer to page RC06.20.  

• IGL have updated the orientation of bins to become perpendicular with the street edge. This creates 
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a less dominant approach and creates more usable space for the proposed patio. Please refer to page 

RC 18.1 – RC 18.3. 

iii.Garage form dominance 

Concern:: Projection of garage element forward of the street façade. Relates specifically to lots 153-

160 

Isthmus Group Response:  

• IGL have redesigned Typology 3E to ensure the garage is set back from the front door entrance. 

Please refer to page RC06.6 and RC14.2 – RC14.6 for revised design.  

iv.Private Outdoor Space 

Concern: Proportion of dwellings do not meet the MDRPA 40sqm and min 4m dimension. Relates 

specifically to lots 155-160 

Isthmus Group Response:  

• We note the rule outlined in the MDRPA (Medium Density Residential Policy Area) does not 

distinguish between house size and we would like to discuss the 2 bedrooms and 3 bedroom home 

separately.  

• We note all washing line areas propose a retractable washing line to allow for multiple use of the 

space.  

3 Bedroom Typology Designs  

• The design updates made to lots 153-160 have allowed for increased POS areas to be achieved for 

the 3 bedroom lots.  

• Lots 153, 154 and 160 are now all achieving above 40sqm and in line with the MDRPA requirements. 

Please refer to RC06.4 and RC06.6.  

• Lots 155 and 159 are both achieving 36-37sqm – While both lots are still short of reaching the 

MDRPA POS requirements we believe they will be desirable well used spaces given they have north 

facing area and borrowed amenity from the reserve. Please refer to RC06.4 and RC06.6. 

2 Bedroom Typology Designs  

• Lots 156,157 and 158 are all 2 bedroom homes and each achieve a 4m diameter circle and min 

20sqm of POS. While this infringes the MDRPA rule we believe this is acceptable for dwelling of this 

size in a medium density development – as accepted in other regions in New Zealand for a dwelling of 

this size. (Auckland Unitary Plan – Mixed Housing Urban Rules. Again given its north facing nature and 

direct connection to the reserve we believe this POS is sufficient for a dwelling this size. 

2. s92 FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED  

[As outlined in red in Andrew Burns report received 19.03.19]  

i. Upgrades to Mitchell Steam  
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Concern:: Please provide timing for Mitchell Stream upgrade. Missing information indicating the 

phasing of works.  

ii. Sun Shading Mature Trees 

Concern:: Relates specifically to lots 153-160 

iii. Height to Boundary  

Concern: Architecture Breach to Height to Boundary 

The further information has been provided, and the effects relating to that further information have 

been assessed within the Isthmus UDVA Addendum Report, as requested by Porirua City Council in the 

s92 letter. Please refer to the report for the Isthmus response to these items. 

3. FUTURE CONSENTS + CONDITIONS   

[As outlined in blue in Andrew Burns report received 19.03.19]  

1. Concern: Variation in Street Materials to identify intended use of road (shared/traffic) – noted as a 

condition  

Response: Materiality of west end of Road 20 cannot be exposed aggregate. Intended finish will be 

brushed or banded - tbc in detailed design. Refer [LA] 2.5 Notes 

2. Concern: Block 3 and Lot 169, 180 and 183 – Open space and side condition requires appropriate 

landscape screening – – noted as a condition for detailed design stage.  

Response: Screen hedge to be adjacent permeable fence- particular lots to have higher screening 

/hedge. Details to be provided in detailed design. Refer to [LA] 5.1 

3. Concern: Side elevations  - prefer generous sized windows that activate side yard and streets.  – 

Specifically 4A2,4D,3D3.  

Isthmus Group Response: IGL have reviewed all designs and added additional windows on side 

elevations where required without compromising the privacy of neighbouring buildings.   Please note 

changes to window sizes have been made on the following typologies  3A, 3A2, 3B, 3C, 3G, 3H, 3H2, 

4A, 4B, and 4F. Please refer to the typology files in the Architecture set for clarity on changes.  

4. Concern: Lane treatment – varied surface and attractive edge planting.  

Response: Laneway surface treatment to be exposed aggregate. Laneways to have a minimum of 

250mm-500mm planting strip with services under the berms/planting strips. Refer [LA] 3.5 

5. Concern: Remove fibre cement cladding – specially 3D, 3D2 

Isthmus Group Response: Linea Oblique is the only fibre cement product specified as a primary 

cladding. This profile provides a modern, visually pleasing cladding option. All other fibre cement 

products specified will be used as minor secondary elements.  

6. Concern: Sheltered Entries- propose a condition to have sheltered entries provided for all – 

specifically related to  
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Isthmus Group Response: IGL have updated typology 2A and 3H to include a glass canopy. All other 

typologies allow for sheltered entries through the design. This is generally created by the upper floor 

extending over the ground floor or a roof overhang.   Please refer to page RC9.1 - 9.3 and RC 17.1 - 

17.3.  

7. Concern: Some instances where taller 1.8m fences are continued through to street edge it is 

preferred to have these set back in the lots.  

Response: Fencing updated to include setbacks to house edge. Fencing plan revised. Refer [LA] 5.2 

To be confirmed in detailed design packages.  

8. Concern: Lots 207-213- open space privacy; adhere to view park/path.  

Response: Screen hedge to be adjacent permeable fence. Refer [LA] 5.1 

Gates added, refer [LA] 5.2 

4. PCC REQUEST FOR INFORMATION  

[As outlined in Gina Sweetman’s comments received 04. 03.19]  

Urban Design: - Traffic and Roading  

4. Crib walls within road reserve – how will they be maintained?  

Response: Boundaries to include walls on Road 20, boundaries have been adjusted. However the walls 

to Lots 199 + 200 are still partially within Council boundaries. Crib walls are easy to maintain, and we 

encourage PCC to join us to discuss option with the manufacturer od the timber crib walls, to better 

understand their system, longevity and maintenance requirements. Walls will also need to be 

maintained by private land owners, which will become part of covenants on the house title. Refer [LA] 

2.5, 2.7, 4.1-4.6 

Traffic and Roading 

1. a) Lot 240 would have legal access 

Response: Drawing error – Boundaries/driveways adjusted. Refer [LA] 6|1.001 B 

b) Road 20 can provide 15m legal road width and 2 x 1.5m footpaths with services under berm.  

Response: We have agreed to change the Road 20 cross section to 1.5m footpaths both sides. This 

moves the centreline of the road 300mm and the berm has been adjusted. Refer [LA] 2.7 - 2.8, 

2.12, 3.4 

c) Hall Road Intersection  

Response: Refer Calibre dwgs 

d) Road 23 and 25 min road width of 6m. 

Response: Road 23 to become a ROW with a road width of 5.5m with 250mm berm planting on 

both sides = 6m. Refer [LA] 3.2, 3..5.  
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Road 25 has a road width of 5.5m with 500mm berm planting on both sides = 6.5m. Refer [LA] 3.2, 

3.5  

e) Update to plans to demonstrate 1.5m foot path for road 24. 

Response: IGL has widened the footpath on Road 24 in the same location it is currently proposed. 

Refer  [LA] 3.5 (Section) + 2.9 Plan 

f) Update to plans to demonstrate the maximum and minimum laneway widths 

Response:. 6.5m minimum including berm. Refer [LA] 3.2, 3..5. 

g) Update to plans to demonstrate the shared flush crossing 

Response:. Identified as shared flush crossings as opposed to raised crossing. To be a variety of 

surface treatments (i.e. exposed aggregate finish) and tie into open space paths. To be confirmed 

in detailed design. Refer [LA] 2.7, 2.11 

h) Update to plans to remove tree showing on driveway lot 235  

Response:. Drawing error – IGL amended Refer [LA] 2.9 

i) Update to plans to demonstrate traffic calming  

Response:. Road 20 to have built out planting areas and trees. This is to be done to Road 21 once 

driveways are located for the standalone housing and berms with kerbs identified. TBC during 

detailed design 

j) Update to plans to demonstrate the bike ramp – road 24  

Response: To be standard details, as provided by PCC (right side of path). Same detail as lower 

corridor steps bike ramp. Refer [LA] 2.9, 2.10    

2. a) Vest Road 23  

Response: Road 23 to become a ROW. Refer [LA] 3.2 

b) Provide additional on street parking on stream side of Road 20 .   

Response: There is enough parking for Road 20 to satisfy the medium density guidelines. Parking is 

not ideal at the entry. Refer [LA] 3.7 

3. a) Show rubbish truck u-turn on shared space – Road 20 

Response: IGL to clarify radius area. Refer [LA] 2.5 + 2.6 open space 

b) Provide comment on the protection / prevention provided immediately outside swept path to 

prevent truck entering pedestrian zone.  

Response: Truck to enter pedestrian zone - varieties in paving surfaces to indicate space use. 

Bollards provided at end of radius/ near steps. Refer [LA] 2.5 

4. Update Roading typical sections that provide details on the drainage through the parking bays and 

past the planted berm.  
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Response: To be confirmed in detail design with kerbing and liaison with engineers. Slotted kerbs 

potential. 

Infrastructure 

5.  Hydraulic modelling and associated report?  

 Response: Refer Calibre dwgs 

 6. Additional information on adequacy of second storm water pond proposed?  

Response: Road 20 SW pond to be amended – Refer Calibre dwgs to identify adjustments.  

Landscape to be enhanced with planting- similar to Road 20. Refer [LA] 5.6     

Other: 

1. Amended Assessment of Effects  

Response:  IGL has provided a statement explaining how the changes affect the assessment - An 

assessment against the MDRPA criteria has been made inherently within the assessment.     

Additional Updates to drawings [Further comments made from PCC] 

1. Rubbish Bin Collection Points  

Response:  Storage - Allow for wheelie bin stands at new ROW and end Road 20. PCC now have 3 

wheelie bins per house. Refer [LA] 3.8 + [AR] package for yard Setout 

Pick up - Check wheelie bin storage to all housing. Potential for a red zone/or garbage zone in a 

carpark on a specific day only.  Refer [LA] 3.8 

2. Add Road names  

IGL Response: Road names have been added to all documents. We still refer to road numbers in the 

assessment in case the road names change.  

3. Planting to Road 21 in the standard lot areas specified with PCC (reduced planting areas) 

Response:. This is to come in detailed design. PCC sent general locations in stand-alone lot housing. 

Idea is to use corners outer radius for mass planting. Lawn treatment to most berms.  150m2 max 

planting for the road side associated with the stand alone lots - 20m2 minimum garden - 5 beds max. 

Locations to be confirmed with driveways. Refer [LA] 5.9 

 


